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The Inaugural Cyclitech Conference Recap 
Innegra Technologies presented three case studies to illustrate the benefits of Innegra fiber. 

Greenville, SC | January 8, 2016 –  The JEC Group and SPE hosted the inaugural Cyclitech Conference in 
Brussels, Belgium, December 8th and 9th 2015. The conference proved to be a success with 33 speakers 
and over 150 attendees from sporting equipment companies, automotive and aerospace suppliers, 
reinforcement material manufactures, universities, and the Union Cyclist International. The two day 
event covered hot topics in the cycling industry; latest trends and innovation, materials and processing, 
safety vs performance, improvements in wheel performance, and overall performance. Speaker topics 
covered concepts for building safer parts with better materials and processing, a multitude of options to 
help dampen vibrations for the rider, and overall innovation in the cycling industry.  

Innegra Technologies Director of Business Development, Jen Hanna, presented three case studies 
illustrating the benefits of Innegra fiber in tubular composite structures. The case studies covered 
bicycles made by Jure Berk, Berk Composites, whitewater kayak paddle shafts produced by Adventure 
Technology Paddles, and Lenzi Egisto’s internal study on composite tube failure.  

Berk Composites owner, Jure Berk, has been using Innegra for three years in his carbon bicycle designs 
for impact resistance and durability.  Jure stated, “Fabrics with Innegra help to increase impact 
resistance for our products. In case the carbon product breaks the Innegra fibers will hold it together 
preventing the product from falling apart. It helps us to reach safety standards with lightweight products 
without difficulty of processing”.  

Hastings Blumer, Director of Product Management at Adventure Technology turned to Innegra to solve 
the problem and safety concern of paddles breaking in crucial situations for paddlers. After several 
months of testing and prototyping they found a solution with Innegra fiber. “The market is ready for 
improvements in traditional materials and Innegra offers a unique option. Innegra aids in making 
products lighter and tougher. There is a story to tell and people can see and understand the obvious 
benefits. Innegra is our brand of choice to create lighter, stronger products” said Hastings.  
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An independent study was conducted by Lenzi Egisto based on the concern of micro-fracturing in carbon 
composite bicycle frames and handlebars leading to unexpected breaks of the structure. The outcome 
confirmed their expectation of using hybrid carbon/Innegra to create more elasticity, absorption of 
deformation and an overall better product than a brittle carbon structure.   

Innegra has been proven to increase safety, durability, and damping properties in composites which 
shows promise for innovation in the cycling industry. In other composite products, Innegra acts as a 
safety feature reducing potential catastrophic failure that could result in injury, increases impact 
resistance, and can also provide damping benefit. For not just the bicycling industry but all industries, 
this could prove to be beneficial as more companies look to composite materials for innovation. By 
combining Innegra with other composite materials, catastrophic failure can be greatly reduced, products 
would be more durable, and the damping properties would provide an added benefit.   

The 2016 Cyclitech event will take place in California slated for the month of December. Dates to be 
released in the near future and can be found by visiting http://www.cyclitech.events/. 
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About Innegra Technologies  

Innegra Technologies, headquartered in Greenville, South Carolina, is an advanced materials company 
that delivers innovative high performance fibers which improve the performance of composite and 
textile applications. Innegra S, developed in 2004 with commercial production beginning in 2009 in the 
US and Europe, has an extensive patent portfolio. www.innegratech.com  

 

About Cyclitech 

Cyclitech is the first international conference on bicycle technology co-organized by JEC Group and SPE. 
The inaugural event took place on 8-9 December 2015, in Brussels, Belgium and covered topics such as 
innovating with design and new materials, safety, and improved performance. The two day conference 
pass is available to all industries, universities, and suppliers. Sponsorship packages are also available. 
http://www.cyclitech.events/  

About JEC  

The JEC Company was created in December 1996 as a subsidiary of CPC, The Center for Promotion of 
Composites, a non-profit association. At the head of JEC since its creation, Mrs. Frederique Mutel fully 
committed to the expansion of composites, was instrumental in the establishment of JEC as provider of 
high value knowledge and networking services. At the same time, conducting a strong international 
development. In addition to its headquarters in Europe (Paris, France), JEC opened offices in America 
and Asia. http://www.jeccomposites.com/  
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About SPE 

SPE is the largest, most well-known plastics professional society in the world.  We are the professional 
“home” for nearly 16,000 plastics professionals around the globe. For more than 70 years, we’ve been 
the “go to” technical information, training, networking, and knowledge-sharing source for plastics 
professionals who want to advance in their knowledge and their careers. www.4spe.org.  
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